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No one creates realms like New York Times best-selling author Anne Bishop. Now in a thrilling new

fantasy series, enter a world inhabited by the Others, unearthly entities - vampires and

shape-shifters among them - who rule the Earth and whose prey are humans. As a cassandra

sangue, or blood prophet, Meg Corbyn can see the future when her skin is cut - a gift that feels

more like a curse. Meg's Controller keeps her enslaved so he can have full access to her visions.

But when she escapes, the only safe place Meg can hide is at the Lakeside Courtyard - a business

district operated by the Others. Shape-shifter Simon Wolfgard is reluctant to hire the stranger who

inquires about the Human Liaison job. First, he senses she's keeping a secret, and second, she

doesn't smell like human prey. Yet a stronger instinct propels him to give Meg the job. And when he

learns the truth about Meg and that she's wanted by the government, he'll have to decide if she's

worth the fight between humans and the Others that will surely follow.
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For the past 3 years I've been working on my posture. And this was the icing on the cake. I'm at the

stage where I just needed to practice engaging my core subconsciously when walking. I use this

when I walk my dog. And when I slouch a little the feeling of the straps annoys me so it's been

great! My posture is much better and at my wedding a few guests thought I got taller. This is a great

product you just have to know how to adjust it just right! And I don't reccomend wearing it all the

time. I just use it to remind me to engage my core when walking my dog! Good luck!



This thing really works!I have had a computer job for that past 6 years and as a result, my upper

back has developed some painful areas. The area between my shoulder blades feels like red hot

needles are sticking in me. I found two ways to remedy this situation. (Three, if you count sitting

back in a recliner and working on a lap desk.) The first way I found is to use a Verti-back support,

which I purchased on here on . The Voelux back brace is the other. I really can't slouch when I am

wearing the brace. It provides a great deal of relief.I read some other reviewers say that it is too tight

and digs in a bit at the armpits. I say, it really has to fit snugly in order to work so it is far better to

deal with a little snugness and enjoy better health. Five stars!

Works great!! I wear it a few times a week for 2-4 hours each time and I've had a noticeable

improvement in my posture.

Helped with my shoulder pain and the unconscious shifting of shoulders forward. Adjustable straps

& fit nicely under my clothes.

I have to say I never have worn a back posture corrector in any kind before.This is my first time

wearing one. I wear it for two weeks. Last week 3 full days. This week so far 2 days. I have decided

not to wear it any more. Since I have worn it, I don't feel it's right to return it.Here is my experiences

of this product. The materials it uses is very durable, however thick. It is like a mini version of my

Swiss backpack. The first day I worn it, it was fine. I felt it all the time, I think because it is correcting

me all the time. Ever since the second day, while I felt it all the time, and I felt uncomfortable. In a

way that it seemed to come out up from back of my neck. I worn it over undershirt and under a

T-shirt. I had been keeping adjust it day by day to what I felt best. I would say if I were a designer I

would make the materials thinner, the connecting area smoother without the lump. Currently the

three-way connection is too thick and uneven. The upper 3-way connect had been like a pressing

point on my spine that makes me mostly uncomfortable and annoying.Overall the lower parts are

fine with me. The upper close to neck straps and the upper 3-way connection point bother me the

most.I hope it is just for me. I believe everyone is unique. I just express my experience which does

not necessarily represent others.I don't think I would wear it again. If I do use it again, I would

certainly update by then.I took some close pictures for your reference.

Very nice product. It works great.



I sit in front of my computer all day and then I make long trips in my car. Slouching has been an

issue for me for awhile. This thing is comfortable and keeps you aware of your posture.

Love this! My back pain has minimized. It took a. Couple days to get used to but after a while I don't

even feel it
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